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PRODUCT REVIEW 

 
Product: Manfrotto Xpro Photo 5 Section Carbon Fibre Monopod MPMXPROC5 

 
After owning and enjoying the Manfrotto carbon fibre 190go! tripod since last year, I was excited at 

the prospect of owning a light monopod. This would give me greater ability to work with stability on 

field trips where portability is key. I decided to keep faith with Manfrotto, and acquired the Xpro 

Photo 5 Section carbon fibre MPMXPROC5 monopod. 

 

After a short period of use in the field, I’m happy to report that this monopod is simply brilliant. It is 

so light it feels like holding a regular walking pole as you move around. Yet when used to support my 

Canon 5D Mark IV with 100-400mm telephoto lens it is sturdy and feels balanced and secure. I 

teamed it up with a Manfrotto tilt head 234RC for the quick release plate which works so well on my 

tripod head. With this it takes just seconds to move from hand held shooting to monopod support, 

with the added bonus of being able to switch from monopod to tripod work using the same release 

plate. 

 

The carbon fibre construction means this is super light, very strong and sturdy. It doesn’t get as cold 

to the touch as steel or aluminium equipment, a real bonus in the British winter weather.  

 

Adjusting the height is done by a series of levers called Quick Power Lock (QPL), which I am getting 

used to - I still like the idea of the kick stand on the Manfrotto 685 monopod, but the lightweight 

nature of the carbon fibre construction on the MPMXPROC5 won for me. 

 

It’s not cheap, but it feels as though it will last a long time, and I can’t see myself going on a trek or an 

outdoor assignment without it! Highly recommended. 

 

Note: I was not paid to write this article and acquired the MPMXPROC5 at my own expense. 
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